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The judicial discretion tends to have a serious impact on judicial 
activities, however，in China，there are little research on this 
important subject.Combining the reality of Chinese background， 
beginning with its concept,nature and the rational problems, this paper 
studies the judicial discretion’s running state and the obstacles it 
encounters in practice. On this basis, this paper tries to build the 
normative system of judicial discretion in China. 
 This paper consists of four chapters. 
ChapterⅠ，the basic problem: the content and rheology of judicial 
discretion. This part defined the content and features of judicial 
discretion, and had a brief review on the history of its formation and 
development. 
 ChapterⅡ，controversy: the speculation on reasonableness of 
judicial discretion . This part ponders on reasonableness of judicial 
discretion from pros and cons, and demonstrates the reasonableness 
systematic. In this regard, there is an explosive debate between 
rationalism and empiricism epistemology. We hold that there is profound 
rationality on judicial discretion，such rationality derived from the 
limitations of statute，the uncertainty of legal Language, the 
nonrepeatability of facts, the need for equity in individual case, and 
also from the ethical expectations for the role of judge. 
 Chapter III, current situation: the current plight of the judicial 
discretion in China. After the summary of judicial discretion in china, 
we focus on the serious problems and analysis their causes. These serious 















ability of grasping the spirit of the law, the combination with judicial 
corruption,the lack of rules on evidence and so on.  
 Chapter IV, construct: the norms and governance of judicial 
discretion. The author suggests to start on two aspects：the 
standardization of judicial discretion and the building of court 
internal system,and puts forward suggestion of some specific measures. 
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